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Contemporary Celtic designs in pewter - a Curvilinear collection for the Celtic purist.

sharpe-designs new Contemporary Celtic designs - a Curvilinear collection for the Celtic purist inspired by
designs on horse mounts, torc and shield bosses.

Sept. 23, 2008 - PRLog -- sharpe-designs gallery site has a gorgeous new collection of Contemporary
Celtic designs in pewter - a Curvilinear collection for the Celtic purist inspired by the Curvilinear designs
used on Celtic horse mounts, torc and shield boss decoration.

Curvilinear Art, or, Insular British Art, is a very beautiful and distinctive Celtic Art which flourished
through the 1st century BC until the 1st century AD. In curvilinear art none of the lines cross each other.
The interlacing knot work, commonly thought of as Celtic was brought to Britain in the 6th century AD by
Saxon Christian monks.

Celtic Pewter Gifts - a beautiful new gift collection of small pewter pots with decoration found on Celtic
horse fittings, shields and torque terminals and Anglo Saxon designs from the Sutton Hoo Hoard. The
gorgeous Duck Casket and Anglo Saxon pot are also cast in pewter with decoration inspired by finds from
the Sutton Hoo ship burial. To compliment the pots are a pair of curvilinear design iron coasters and The
Duck and Falcon iron coasters, little works of art for your table. You will also find pewter tankards, plates
and the macabre, but lovely, quill pen and Athelstans' Skull pot. The curvilinear theme continues with the
Green Man Ecowarrior print on Tshirts, vests and polo shirts.

Also in pewter, a fantastic array of dark side jewellery. Gorgeous necklaces, bracelets, earrings and
wristbands in Skull n X bones, spider, bat and pentacle designs, and set with Swarovski crystals. Pewter
Talismans for blessings, Planetary Talismans, Goddesses and Pentacles. These talismans are incredibly
detailed and craftsman made in the finest quality Excelsior pewter. They are made as pendants but can be
hung on belts, bags or (as in the office here) on your monitor. Use your talisman to channel your hopes,
dreams and wishes or to connect with the influences of the planets. Visit the site to find out more.

The romantic, gothic, witchy and pagan clothing is a collection of stunning designs for everyday, special
occasions, handfastings, weddings and proms. There are lots of new arrivals coming in over the next few
weeks. Beautiful dresses, Basques, tops, and skirts. Long velvet cloaks, coats and silk jackets are
complimented by a range of gloves, bags and purses and introducing the new collection of witchy and
gothic hoodies. Lovely hooded tops and Tshirts with long pixie, elvish hoods in velvet, jersey and sheer
georgette.  There are also new additions to the mens range of romantic gothic pirate shirts, trousers and
Tshirts including belts and pewter buckles, wallets and chains, and more arriving. While you're there be
sure to visit the Gothic Gallery of Photographs taken on location by photographer Carl Ryan. A feast of
clothing and locations.

Other gift ideas include Egyptian Glass Perfume Bottles with 24c gold. Hand made in a fantastic range of
colours and intricate designs and finished with 24c gold, these perfume bottles make beautiful presents
either for yourself or a friend. Use them for perfume, scented oils or just for decoration. And for 2009, the
Calendar of Traditional Customs is now available. It has a wealth of interesting info about the many
traditional and pagan festivals and customs associated with each month and is beautifully illustrated. You
will also find a glorious range of cards celebrating traditional Celtic and pagan festivals, including Yule and
Winter Solstice cards and Celtic Gods and Goddesses.

With same day dispatch, worldwide delivery and free UK delivery, if you're looking for a special gift for a
friend, or for yourself, this is the place to go.  
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Browse the galleries - you're sure to find something irresistible ! See you there !

# # #

Online Gallery. Celtic Art. Stunning Dark Star gothic witchy pagan and romantic medieval clothing and
cloaks. Green man Eco Warrior T shirts. Alchemy Gothic jewellery. Talismans and pentacles. Beautiful
glass perfume bottles and more . . .

--- End ---
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